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ASKING FOR
HELP

POSTPONE OR
PERSEVERE
The decision to postpone or move
forward with your wedding day at
this uncertain time is a personal
decision with no right or wrong
option. Whichever choice you decide
is right for you, the tips below will
help you feel more at ease with your
decision.

There are a lot of decisions that need to be
made at a time like this, but they don't have
to be overwhelming. Make sure that you are
leaning on those closest to you and taking
advise from those you trust. And
remember, your wedding planner is always
there to ease your mind and help calm your
fears!

Adapting to
Change
With recent global events impacting almost
every aspect of our daily lives we know there is
tremendous pressure on brides to make big
decisions regarding their wedding day. But
don't fret! There are plenty of ways to make
you and your guests feel comfortable in a
social setting while still moving forward with
your day.
Wash your hands before and after each
physical interaction.
Limit handshaking and hugging.
Offer hand sanitizer stations.
Keep a stock of gloves, disinfectant spray
and wipes for your vendors and guests to
use.
Allow your caterers (or designated guests) to
serve your guests in the buffet line.
Add more tables and chairs than your guest
count calls for to allow your guest to space
out more during your events.
Avoid having any additional props or items
that encourage group participation, such as
yard games, photo booths or photo props.
Limit your wedding favors to being passed
out by one individual.

TAKE CARE OF
YOURSELF
Above all else, make sure that you
are taking care of yourself both
physically and emotionally. Take
time away from stressful situations,
hydrate and get rest. Your well being
and the well being of those around
you should be a top priority.

Making the Difficult Choices
Should you feel uncertain about moving forward with your wedding, but are
concerned with the safety and travel of your guests, consider scaling back your
guest count and having a more intimate wedding instead. We are here to help if that
is your decision! We will work through this stressful time to ensure your safety and
the safety of your guests are high priority while making your day the best it can be!
We've come together with vendors to help elevate the stress of pulling together a
wedding during this time, and we will work hand-in-hand with them to ensure
everything runs smoothly. If you would like assistance in planning an intimate
wedding, then contact via email or phone to discuss your plans more in detail.
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